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N kick mixes white gloves, war cries
Suzy Survey

Mathlete Captain

As November approaches,
the campus is abuzz with
rumors about a new generation
of students who are throwing
tradition to the wind. Nykick—
a performance of song, play, and
oration—is no longer filled with
happy women wearing gloves
and practicing hand motions.
The coaches this year were
tired of the “dull” tradition that
Slope College has carried out for
years. They wanted Nykick this
year to be tougher, more hands
on.
Practice is no longer held
in the auditoriums on Slope’s
campus. Now the women are
outside in the cold, running. At
the end of each practice, they
shout at the top of their lungs
about how great they are, and
how they can definitely defeat
their opposing year.
These
women—formerly
bubbly
students who enjoyed people’s
company and just generally loved
life—have wholly changed.
“All my roommate does now
is eat, sleep, Nykick. Her grades
have dropped, she doesn’t go to
class anymore. And she never
talks to me,” Jane VanderLander
(’12) said.

It is rumored
that this “new
tradition” involves
practicing yanking
on a large rope
while the girls sit
in holes in the
ground. No one
in Nykick will
comment on this,
or how it could
possibly help the
final performance.
“I quit when the
running started,”
Serena
Van
Dykstrama (’11)
said. “I have weak
ankles, and last
year in Nykick,
that wasn’t a
problem. I just
Graphoto by Tina Dropper
want to sing!”
women
of
slope
SING
their
voices
away
—
Ancient
tradition,
mixes
war
cries
and battle paint
“My friend had a
with
high
art
and
white
gloves.
The
competition
judges
on
the
basis
of
beauty,
grace
and
ferocity.
mental breakdown.
She couldn’t take
the pressure,” Brooke DeVande
“It was really hard to cut my are required to participate in the spoken to, they refused to
(’12) said. “I found her in our hair off. I had been growing it workouts with the girls.
comment on the fact that they
cluster, crying and blubbering out for the past two years,” said
Sporatically, they are seen on are messing with one of Slope’s
about her hair. She said they an anonymous Odd Year song campus in huddles, all wearing longest standing traditions.
were trying to make her cut it girl. “But at least the coaches let oversized shirts that are the They seem to think they are
off. It was the last straw for her.” me donate it. And it will always same color. The rumor that they improving it, which will be seen
“The day my roommate came grow back, right?”
have to braid their hair and wear on performance night.
back to the room with her hair
There has been no comment face paint for performance night
shaved off, I froze. I couldn’t on the status of the morale boys, has not yet been confirmed.
believe it,” said VanderLander.
although it is known that they
Though the coaches were

Slope students busted for sticker trafficking
Numbers Finder

Almost 200 students were
indicted, last Wednesday at
Slope College for “unlawfully
entering Crest Dining Hall.”
The students have been
charged with Slope College
Student Policy Violations: 7:1
and 7:2. “Food Crimes.” Of the
78 students to have had hearings
so far, all have been convicted.
Safety in Numbers (SIN)
has uncovered an extensive
dining hall sticker trafficking
organization.
SIN investigator, Robert
Brown, made an official
statement last Friday and
explained
the
situation.
“Students
have
somehow
infiltrated the securities put in
place to restrict students from
eating at Crest Dining Hall,”
said Brown. “Sources indicate
that fabricated stickers are
likely the tool students used.
Our investigators are focusing
their efforts towards finding
the ‘sticker dealers.’
From

professors,
initial investigations, we’ve upper-classmen,
and
faculty
tend
to favor
found that the sticker-ring
the
convicted
students.
The
deeply penetrates the student
administration
tends
to
favor
population. This is a large scale,
well-planned,
well-executed the administration.
One major point of conflict for
crime. Smuggling and money
students
is the large difference in
laundering were involved. This
the
two
dining
halls.
incidence may be too complex
“Scandals
like
this wouldn’t
for the students themselves. It’s
happen
if
the
dining
in Trough
likely faculty and/or outsiders
was
as
good
as
Crest‘s,
” stated
were involved.”
Slope
professor,
Brown
did
Harry
Pandas.
not mention how
deeply the sticker
“Give
Trough
some
gummy
trafficking ring
Give Trough some
bear love.”
penetrates Slope’s gummy bear love.
Some alumni
administration.
disagree. Jeffrey
R u m o r s
—Professor Harry
Wilhelm
(’08)
suggest Provost
Pandas
said,
“Some
Bellcurve, may
students deserve
have
been
special treatment. I worked
affiliated.
“The man doesn’t exist,” hard for two years to be able to
suggested Slope junior, Terri eat cranberry sandwiches and
Belkins. “What does a provost put gummy bears on my iceeven do?”
cream.”
Bellcurve could not be
Wilhelm graduated from
reached for comment.
Slope College last year with
The campus is divided on the a 1.31 G.P.A. and a business
sticker issue. Lower-classmen, management degree.
He is

What’s Inside
SIN
politics
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George Graph

currently working at Slope
as assistant secretary to the
provost.
Also defending “creative
dining,” a high ranking official
in the dining hierarchy said,
“With increasing food prices
and a looming famine in western
Michigan we are already
struggling to meet demands.
There is no room in the budget
for this. Crest Hall doesn’t cost
any more money than Trough,
but that’s any more money we
can’t afford to lose.”
Slope College’s budget report
confirms these arguments. It
shows that Slope might struggle
with buying new equipment for
every sports team next year and
buying more ropes to fence off it’s
sprouting grass. Gravity Hall still
needs funding, as renovations
continue to expand it into a
headquarters for the provost.
Slope’s financial office is
looking for places to cut back
to make extra room for these
programs. To save money, a
source stated that more students

Slope College Fails at Life...Almost—Slope
loses car and weekend privleges.
Page 6
Got a story idea? Let us know at anchor@hope.edu, or call us at 395-7877.

will have to move into the study
rooms in Collun Hall, more roads
will be turned into sidewalks,
and the English department
might be terminated.
Meanwhile, Slope College
authorities are cracking down
on hundreds of students that
have unlawfully entered Crest
Dining Hall.
Punishments have varied
depending on the transgression.
Yesterday, four students, Bugsy
Malone, Jurgis Rudkis, O. Twist,
and Mary Olsen, were publicly
shot by marshmallow guns in
the Conifer Grove. They were
unable or refused to pay the
$1,000 fine issued for consuming
un-sanctioned foods.
Mary
Warren was fed to Slope’s
squirrel population after she was
convicted of withholding vital
sticker trafficking information.
Ed
VanderVanDutch,
a
transfer from the Netherlands,
is one of the few students
convicted that was available for
see

BUSTED, page 3

Football Team Gives Back—After an unprecedented season of success, the players say thanks. 			
Page 12
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This Week at Hope
Yesterday
Oct. 28
McBama visited campus
Physics Plant boiler room. 2 a.m. You
should have come to see McBama
address the serious concerns of Joe
the Plumber. It was incredible.

Future
TBA
Dr. Narrow Opens Lecture
Series
Location not disclosed. Time not important. Come to learn how to close
your mind to any new or different
idea you have or ever will hear.

In Brief
Unarmed Robberies
Sweep Campus
Slope College’s crime rate
has skyrocketed with the recent
onslaught of unarmed robberies
on campus. Klutz workers report
that the ketchup and mustard
dispensers were emptied by a
woman in a Britney Spears mask
and a multi-colored clown wig.
One physics plant worker called
SIN after he was confronted by a
group of men wearing black ski
masks and red sweatshirts with
lettering. The men reportedly
asked the worker for assistance
in removing computers from one
of the student computer labs and
loading them into a van. When
the worker denied the request, the
suspects left the computers in a
hallway and ran away on foot.
There has also been an
increase in the disappearance of
cookies from both Trough and
Crest dining halls. As a result,
students are now asked to remove
all sweatshirts and bulky clothing
at the door of Trough and Crest,
and students are also subject to
pat downs upon exiting the dining
halls. SIN asks stduents and
faculty to report all suspicious
activity immediately.

Top 10 Ironies at Slope College
10. Students are charged an arm and a leg at Trough Dining Hall but aren’t
allowed to take food out.
9. Geek Life members who hazed and stayed silent are now administrators in
charge of making sure current Geeks don’t haze and aren’t silent.
8. Students who argued passionately for a
better tour bus system never use the tour
bus.
7. Environmental task forces ignore
students interested in helping out and their
ideas for making Slope greener.

10. Parking Ticket
Writer
9. Stairwell Cleaner in
Collun Hall

6. Members of Catholic Students, Orthodox
Christian Fellows, Gay/Straight Friends,
Slope Republicans, Slope Democrats,
German Klub, Japan Calubu, and Women’s
Concerns have to sit in the audience and
not onstage for Slope’s diversity panels.

5. The students in the front at chapel are

8. Roadkill Removal

Graphic by Charlotte

aux

Fraises

often the same ones you see drunk at Parrots.

4. Males battle in the mud at Yank and women sit pretty in Nykick, yet there
are students who don’t know the definition of sexism.
3. Students are unfamiliar with Wisconsin even though we share a narrow
maritime border.

7. Person inside Duhch
Mascot
		
6. Safety Van Driver.
Oh wait…
		
5. Human Anatomy
Cadaver Tech
4. Gum Removal
Specialist

2. $46 million were spent building DaBoss Field House and we don’t have the
funds to finish a $100,000 MIAA regulation track.

3. Leech Farmer

1. Satirical newspaper editions are read without a sense of humor.

2. Alumni Fund Caller

Save money.
Save the planet.
Ride the bus.
1. Nykick
playboy who
will eventually
be rejected
despite his
mad postermaking skillz

slope students fear
scheduling season
As the second semester
scheduling takes the Slope
campus by storm, SIN has noted
a significant rise in reported
dormitory marker-board and
phone call threats. Students
who have been looking into
taking Introduction to Studies in
Procrastination and Intermediate
High Grades for All have been
the main targets of these verbal
and written assaults. The courses
have been targeted because they
are limited to ten students a
class, and students must show a
government issued identification
to prove that they have “Q” as a
middle initial.
Students are encouraged to
report any and all threats made
to them as they attempt to enlist
in these high-demand classes.
As a precautionary measure, SIN
advises students to mask their
identity during this scheduling
season. They also recommend
a strict “no talk” policy to stifle
student conversation about classes.
If Slope faculty and students work
together, death and injuries can be
kept to a minimum.

Top 10
Worst
Student
Jobs at
Slope
College

Amanda’s book smart and street smart. Between her jobs and taking college classes,
she’s always on the run. To get where she needs to go, Amanda takes the bus.
By riding MAX, Amanda’s saving money and doing her part to help preserve the
environment. Student semester passes are just $50, giving you unlimited rides on the
fixed routes all semester long. You can even purchase bus passes online at

www.catchamax.org, or stop by the Padnos Transportation Center at 8th & Lincoln.

Visit MAX at www.catchamax.org

(616) 355-1010
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price of tuition.”
Not all Slope students are
thrilled about the new Slope
Tour Bus. Some have even begun
blaming the tour bus for recent
happenings across campus.
“I can’t help but notice that
crime has increased since the
installment of the Slope Tour
Bus,” said Anne Point (’11).
“There have been numerous
robberies, cottage break-ins,
and bike thefts since the Tour
Bus began running. I can’t help
but wonder if these events are
related.”
Adam Radius (’10) admitted
to being a co-conspirator in
the recent Five-Third Bank
robberies.
While he would

street, setting a trap of sorts for
the Tour Bus. Margaret DeLine
(’11) and Jack DeAmeter (’12)
organized the event.
“Students have had enough of
the administration’s nonsense,”
DeLine said. “Hope is not a place
for tourists. We’re a college
campus, not a theme park. We
want the Safety Vans back.”
“Bikes were never necessary
when we had the Safety Vans.
We’re tired of riding around
on bikes. We do not approve
of the administration’s new
transportation system.”
When asked where the
group got the bikes they used in
their protest, both DeLine and
DeAmeter declined comment.

3

Act of SIN erupts into campus mayhem
Crystal Chandelier
Co-Chief Prosecutor

There’s a new kid on the block.
He’s big, he’s blue, and he’s here
for you! Safety in Numbers (SIN)
has come up with an incredible
new plan for moving students
around campus, and it’s called
the Slope Tour Bus.
Gone are the days when you
would sit silently on the Safety
Van and wait to be dropped at
the door of your destination. The
Slope Tour Bus gives riders an
entertaining glance at important
attractions across Slope College’s
Campus and drops them off at
stops that allow them to tour the
area.
“We realized students weren’t
using the Safety Van because
there wasn’t an entertainment
aspect to their experience. It was
high time we moved to a more
efficient, cost saving, entertaining
mode of transportation,” said
Greg Median. “Everything we
do at SIN is about making the
students comfortable.”
The new bus is decked out
with all of the latest equipment:
lush seats, a microphone system,
televisions, and even storage for
heavy backpacks.
“I drove the Safety Van for
my first three years here at
Slope,” said Tour Bus driver
Fred VanOrigin (’10). “Driving
for the Tour Bus is way more
fun. Forgetting where people
are going is no longer an issue.
We just go round and round the
campus. There’s no way to get
lost.”
VanOrigin even adds a bit of
humor to his tours.
“I used to do donuts in parking
lot X when I was a van driver.
It’s hard to do donuts with a bus,
but the administration included
parking lot X as one of the
attractions at my request. After
all, doing donuts is an important
part of Slope college culture,”
said VanOrigin.
“I’ve learned so much about
Slope College on the Tour Bus,”
Helen Curving (’09) said. “As a

senior, I thought I knew it all.
I never would have guessed
Slope was so full of history and
tradition.”
Attendance on the bus is not
at its best--number of riders have
yet to exceed three people at one
time–but the administration
is not worried. They know
the Tour Bus will be a valuable
resource in the future.
“We expect attendance to
increase greatly as the Tulip
Festival begins,” Bill McLaren
said. “The Tour Bus allows us to
be capable of bringing tourists
through our campus. With the
money tourists spend at the
bookstore and The Kurve, we
expect to be able to drop the

Slope rookie earns its stripes— The new Slope Tour Bus adds a splash of entertainment and comfort to the process
of getting around campus. Students are forever grateful for SIN and all of their ingenious ideas.

Naughty students who stole stickers and food
from Crest Hall face harsh punishment
w BUSTED, from page 1
interview, as most have been
expelled,
excommunicated,
or deported.
He refused
to comment on his alleged
involvementm, but he did say,
“If you ain’t Dutch, you ain’t
much.”
Students are particularly
troubled in the wake of
yesterday’s event. Ashkok Rujul,
Note: satirical ad

not tell the Ranchor who the
masked man was, he obliged to
an interview.
“With tuition prices soaring
and no efficient way to get
around campus, my buddies and
I decided to buy a car. None
of us had the cash to do it, so
we resorted to stealing from
bank members and ATM users
at gunpoint,” Radius said. “It
seemed that there was no other
option.” Radius admits he regrets
his decision.
Other students have even
resorted to protest. Degenerate
Hall and Geometry Hall residents
held a protest they called a “bikein” on Oct. 20. Students threw
their bikes in the middle of 10th

convicted of dining in Crest
on three separate occasions,
was deported to Italy. He was
forcibly thrust into a bus by two
Safety-In-Numbers
officials.
Rujul struggled and reportedly
screamed, “No, not the ranch.
Oh, please not the Hidden
Valley again.”
The rumblings of uprisings
are
rampant
throughout
campus. A drunken orgy called

Fall Crawl has already been
scheduled to raise awareness
for the issues.
“The administration should
make the dining experience
more equal,” argues Moe
Gandhi, a Slope senior. “We
need to protest, but there is
no need for violence. Have
peaceful protest. Have sit-ins.
Have sit-downs. No one ride
the buses.”

4
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Sen. Clinton challenges Pres. Modeman
Whitney Jefferson
Maverick

Despite her defeat in the Democratic primaries, Hillary Clinton has
not given up on her dream of becoming president. Clinton has announced
her intent to become president of
Slope College.
Slope College public relations announced last week that Clinton had
called President Modeman to wish
him luck in the coming election.
“We tried to tell her becoming
president of a college doesn’t work
that way, but she kept insisting that
we were only saying that because
she’s a woman. We didn’t know what
to say,” said Slope College PR man,
Mr. Range.
Current President incumbent
Modeman said, “There is no election!”
However, a source close to Slope
College said that there are talks of
postponing the completion of Graves
Hall in order to fund Modeman’s
campaign.
“We’re not worried,” Bellcurve,
Slope’s provost, said. “The possibility
of Mrs./Sen. Clinton actually becoming president of Slope College is very
unlikely; we don’t think the Reformed
Church would like that.”
However, Clinton is confident,
saying, “Slope College is almost 99
percent female. Girl power!”
According to her campaign, Clinton has plans to increase tuition for

students coming from wealthy families in order to provide universal
healthcare to students on campus.
Clinton said, “I’m finally getting to
that healthcare stuff I talked about
when Bill was President.”
As for her husband, former
President Bill Clinton, Sen. Clinton said, “He can redecorate the
president’s house. It’s not like he’s
doing anything else these days.”
On why she chose Slope College
for the place of her prospective presidency, rather than an institution like
Harvard, as Al Gore did after his defeat in 2000, Clinton
said, “I think the
real question is why
Al didn’t pick Slope
College; the man
loves to count, and recount, and recount….”
She added, “Besides, I
won the primary in Michigan.”
Clinton is expected to speak
at future events hosted by the Slope
College Democrats, Slope Independents, Student Congress, the Women’s Issues Organization, and Hip
Hop Club.
Said Clinton, “I got moves you
never seen, President Modeman.”
While Modeman had no comment,
a source close to him said he’s ready
to bring it.

Graphic by Connie Wagner

Slope’s Five-year plan re- Petition attempts to curb binge-drinkvealed by Pres. Modeman ing, use common sense; Kelvin has
drinking problem, Slope doesn’t because it’s on moral high ground

nnnn nnnnnnnn on campus, and
the possibility of nnnnnnn. Those
Director of Intelligence
in the meeting responded nnnnn
Today President Modeman to both speakers.
met with the Board of Trustees,
The hall was nnnnnnn for
representatives of the staff and nnnn minutes, while nnnnnnnn
faculty to talk about the school’s set up a display of nnnn nnnnnnn.
new five-year plan for the Slope These nnnnnn displayed the fuCommunity. The Ranchor was ture nnnnnnnn and nnnnnnnnnn
there to cover the announce- residence nnnn nnnn, which
ment, on the condition that the have been planned to nnnnnnnn
Ranchor not address issues that College’s recent nnnn
nnnn
would hamper efforts of the ad- nnnnnnnn Fresh nnnn classes.
ministration.
Also presented was the nnnn
Modeman started off the nnnnnnnnn center for nnnnn remeeting by addressing the prob- search, which was made possible
lem of nnnnn that the school is by a nnnnnnnn from nnnnand the
facing. He suggested that Slope class of nnn. nnnnnnnnspoke about
nnnnagainst the nnnn and solicit the ambitious project for anothhelp from local donors to cover er nnnn hours. nnnn nnnn nnn
costs. There was
nnnnnnnnnnnn is
also some talk
nnnn nnnnnnnn
about nnnnnnnn
nnnnnnnn. The
and their posnnnnnnnnn will
nnnnnn nnnn nnn
sible nnnnn into a
nnnnnnnn, in adnnnnnnnnnn is nnnn
campus nnnnnnnn,
dition to nnnn
nnnn nnnnnn nnnnnnnn.
either within a
nnnnnnnnnnn.
department, or as
This will be
an independent
nnnnnnnn “One
group.
These
to One If At All”
nnnnnn were the extent of nnnn nnnn nnnnn. nnnnnnnnnnnnnnnn
concerns that the administration nnnn nn nnnnnn nnnn nnnnnn
had with nnnnnnn. Academically, nnnn nnnn nnnnnnn. nnnnn will
Modeman called upon nnnn to nnnn nn nnnnnnnnn, but only on
introduce Doctor nnnnnnnn Van Tuesdays. nnn nnnnn nnnnn nnn
nnnnnnn, a nnnnn. Van nnnnnnn nnnnnnnnnnnnnnnn nnn.
has been selected to nnnnnn the
President Modeman then endnew nnnnnnnprogram, the nnnn ed the meeting with words of enin the United nnnnnnnn. Dean of couragement to all present, “nnnn
the Chapel Trigonometry then nnnnnn nnnn nnnnnn nnnnnnn nn
spoke about the work of the nn nnnnn nnnn nnnnend.”
Commodore Noah Vander
Dykehousenstra

Dragon Slayer

A new petition is sweeping
across the nation’s campuses,
and it’s making a lot of students
and faculty members very happy.
The petition, EBD 56290
started during the monthly
meeting of the League of Extraordinary College Presidents.
The purpose and goal of EBD is
to do exactly what the acronym
says: Eliminate Binge Drinking.
According to ΓΕΟΡΓΕ Ω.
ΒΥΣΗ, president of Harvard
University, binge drinking is an
epidemic on Harvard’s campus
and campuses all across the nation.
“Even though we have the
smartest people attending Harvard, brains ain’t worth s--t
when we’re talking about common sense,” ΒΥΣΗ said. “Common sense would dictate that
the proper ratio is one drink to
one hour. Unfortunately, we’ve
got underage undergrads thinking that seven to one is the norm
and they’re getting s--t−faced
night after night.”
ΒΥΣΗ admitted that this is
a problem. Too many underage
undergrads, he said, are miss-

ing classes due to hangovers tual reasons.
and hospital visits. He blames
“Look, I cannot have 89 perthe current drinking age law for cent of my students sinning on
causing binge drinking in under- a regular basis. One-stands
age students.
caused by binge drinking and
“Doing law-breaking things going against the law by drinkis addictive! There is a strange ing underage are sinful acts,”
power and thrill in evading the Vandervader said. “It just is not
law and drinkgood for us as a
ing until you pass
‘Christian’ colout. I just don’t
lege, and it cerunderstand it,”
tainly
doesn’t
ΒΥΣΗ said.
look good for
Brains ain’t worth
Even Kelvin
donations from
s--t when we’re talkCollege is feelalumni.
Also,
ing about common
ing the effects of
it’s
Biblically
sense.
the 21-year-old
wrong. In He— ΓΕΟΡΓΕ Ω. ΒΥΣΗ
age minimum for
zekiah 6:8, it
drinking alcohol.
says, ‘Thou mus“We have a
test partake in
huge
drinking
drunken revelry
problem here at
while underage
Kelvin,” said Garth Vandervader, or in one-night stands.’ You see,
president of Kelvin College. “The by lowering the drinking age all
statistics that I have tell me that of our problems would be elimi95 percent of Kelvin consumes nated. No more binge drinking,
alcohol on a regular basis, and no more breaking the law, and
of that 78 percent are currently no more one night stands! Halunderage, which represents 89 lelujah!”
percent of the total under-21Slope College president exstudents attending Kelvin.”
traordinaire President ModeVandervader admitted that man, however, was one of only
he signed the petition for spirisee PETITION, page 5

“

“

“

“

Arthur Pendragon
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Petition launches to counter student drinking; presidents jump on board
w PETITION, from page 4
four college presidents in the nation to
not put his John Hancock on the petition.
In fact, he adamantly refused to sign the
bill.
“I know for a fact that Slope College does not have an underage drinking problem,” Modeman said. “We only

recruit the best students, and I know
that my underage students would NOT
(Modeman emphasized NOT) fail me
by stooping to such sinful, law-breaking
activity.”
According to statistics released by
the Mean Research Center, only one
percent of Slope’s underage students reported drinking alcohol on a regular ba-

Thoughts by Slope professors...

“What is the
minimum
ACT score
required to
be admitted to Slope
College?”

“What
is that
smell?
Oh...I
guess it
must be
you.”

sis. Modeman said that he stands by his
convictions and his decision not to sign
the petition.
“The only students on campus that I
know of who drink are those old enough
to go to Stein Night. And that’s ok with
me, because when my wife Marcia and I
walk past them downtown on Wednesday nights, they holler and yell greetings

at us. They’re just having fun and I know
they’re not binge drinking because bingers don’t yell hi to their Prez,” Modeman
said. “The rest of those colleges can sign
their stupid petition. As for me and my
college, we will drink when we’re 21!”

University of St. Thomas

School of Law

We prepare students to practice law at the highest levels with
• a mission that integrates faith and reason
• a rich curriculum and exceptional faculty
• a nationally recognized mentor externship program
• a quality of life students placed in the top two in the country
for the fourth year in a row, according to the Princeton Review
Now is the time to consider
the University of St. Thomas School of Law.
Apply online by December 31, 2008
and pay no application fee!

“I just saw you
write that assignment during
class! I am not
giving you credit.”

For more information or to schedule a campus visit:
(651) 962-4895 • (800) 328-6819, Ext. 2-4895
lawschool@stthomas.edu
www.stthomas.edu/law
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Dutch military plan takeover

Secrecy surrounds possible plans of Slope College’s most prominent
population in their plans to reassert supremacy in a Gravity Hall coverup
Commodore Noah Vander
Dykehousenstra
Ad Manager
Mas Selgo

Immunity given
for donations
Special privileges
for those who pay
Mas Selgo

Instigative Reporter

In a surprise move by the
Slope College administration,
a new judicial regulation was
recently announced. It’s plainly
named, the “Immunity Deal.”
The Office of the Dean of
Mean announced that student
groups with high grossing
alumni donations could apply for
an immune status from judicial
measures, and called the policy
a time and resource-saver.
Concerning student groups a
spokesman for the Office of the
Dean of Mean said, “We were
always getting complaints about
drinking and parties or people
being mean, or hazing, or mild
forms of torture or you know,
whatever. So something had to
be done.”
It is hoped that this will lead
to less disappointment from
those bringing forth concerns.
“We’ve been doing this dance for
years,” the spokesman said, “and
we can never really prove these
things anyways, and even when
we can we can only suspend
groups for a while.” It is thought
that such suspensions cost the
college money and don’t really
seem to change or curb student
behavior anyways. “We asked
ourselves, ‘if we get rid of student
groups when they misbehave, is
that really in the best interest of
the college?’ And so sometimes
inaction is really the only way to
go.”
When
protests
poured
in from the student body, a
press conference was held to
address the concerns.
One
reporter asked if ignoring rule
violations was ethical.
The
spokesman replied, “We realize
the controversial nature of this
decision, but the truth is we’re
very dependent on the good
graces of our alumni, and we
realize that maybe slapping the
financial hand that feeds us
isn’t the best move.” The Office
of the Dean of Mean released a
statement saying it fully expected
the campus community to accept
the measure in time. It noted,
“This is basically the same policy
we’ve had for decades, we’re just
being honest about it now.”
Still,
some
opponents
remained unconvinced. One
Christian activist party, the party
of Protestant and Orthodox
see IMMUNITY, page 7

It’s a late Wednesday night,
and you are in the library
studying for that dreaded
Orgo/Bridge/Econ/Bib lit exam
tomorrow morning that you
carelessly ‘forgot about’ until
fifteen minutes ago. As you are
about to take a break, a loud
noise erupts from what seems
like everywhere. Is it a clumsy
kid falling down the stairs? No…
Is it the shuttle bus’s brakes
finally failing and careening into
the back of a SIN vehicle? No…
You run to the windows to see
what it could possibly be. You
see Gravity Hall with a cloud of
smoke around it, and a hole that
you’re pretty sure was not there
before.
You may be thinking that
this is a fantasy caused by too
many cheetos and an overactive
imagination, but I tell you that
it is not. In 2007, Slope College
closed down Gravity Hall for
“reconstruction” until 2010. This
“reconstruction” was going to
include a refurnished interior
that reflected its original state,
as well as an elevator to bring
it into ADA compliance. Great
story right?
2007 saw the formation of
a new administration in the
Netherlands, which included

Photo by Staff Undercover Photographer

GUARDS AT GRAVITY— Angry Aryan looking men with guns create questions among students and
faculty surrounding the recent reconstruction of Gravity Hall. Due to the extreme height and blonde
hair of those exiting and entering the building, suspicion is aimed towards the Dutch on campus.

the right-wing Peoples Freedom
Party, who ran on increased
Dutch military presence in the
world. Within months of the
new government being sworn in,
Gravity Hall’s “reconstruction”
began. Why restore the original
interior of a building that no one
ever went into anyway –man that
place was creepy – unless it had

a specific advantage… a tactical
one? Does it really take three
years to paint a few walls? And
why put in an elevator? Could it
be because an elevator shaft is
about the same as a missile silo,
only more square, and is easier
to hide in a populated area?
And also consider that Gravity
Hall was named after Nathan

Gravity, a known sympathetic to
Dutch causes.
The only possible explanation
is that Gravity Hall is a secret
Dutch Military Facility, designed
to reassert Dutch supremacy on
the high global stage. The world
is in a state or realignment as old
powers decline, and new ones
see conspiracy, page 7

Slope earns D- in environment report
Poor performance, lack of participation and experience put Slope next to last
in national green report card measuring the college’s hippie-pleasing factor

Karolyn Barrington
Co-Chief Prosecutor

According to the 2009 College
Report Card, Slope College
earned a grade of D- overall in
sustainability. It earned F’s in six
of the nine categories, making
students and patrons wonder
where they have gone wrong.
Last year Slope College
graduated into the $160 millionin-endowed-assets
class,
putting it alongside ambitious
colleges like Milligram State
University and University of
Milligram. The Green Report
Card assesses all colleges and
universities in the class based on
their performances in various
categories.
Upon the release of the
Green Report Card, Slope
College
immediately
lost
weekend and car privileges. The
Slope community insists that
this punishment is appropriate
because it has always worked
to raise a college with a strong
work ethic and this kind of grade
is totally unacceptable.
Patron Dolly Frithmeyer said,
“If Slope spent half as much
time and energy on being green
as it does on its new fangled

computer technology, it’d be
making straight A’s!”
But Slope College insists
that there are extenuating
circumstances
behind
the report card.
Greg
Median, Slope’s director of
oppositions, said, “It’s not
fair we just got into that class
and all the other colleges
have been in there for
years and years. Plus their
students and patrons help
them way more to get their
work done. Plus, we got the
survey like two days before
it was due! And Slope had
three games and like seven
practices that weekend!”
Provost
Belkurve
added, “We, like, already
did a bunch of stuff too
that hasn’t shown up
in our grades yet, so
that’s not even the right
grade anymore. Besides
Brigham Old University
got an F. We did a lot
better than it did.”
Graphic by Tiggles McDermitt
But the Slope community
won’t budge on its decision to in Slope right now,” said Sarah
shorten the leash.
Vanderbergeroosterslogen (’08).
“I don’t want to hear any more “We’ve talked about this before.
excuses. I’m really disappointed I thought Slope understood that

being green was a priority
that we were really going to try
to focus on this semester.”
see GREEN, page 7
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He was a simple farmboy.
She was an Arabic-speaking
Islamic extremist.
He knew he’d only have one
chance to make his move.

Rosetta Stone - your one chance at happiness
Note: satirical ad

Immunity to student groups
w IMMUNITY, from page 6
Organizing to Protest Extreme
Resolutions has pointed to the
Gospel as an argument against
such measures. “We aren’t always clear on ethical issues, but
we decided to tackle this one,”
said group leader Evan Gelical.
I mean ‘if your right eye causes
you to sin’, you know?”
In the party P.O.O.P.E.R.s’
open letter to the administration,
they called for adherence to the
words of Jesus that “if your right
eye causes you to sin, gouge
it out and throw it away. It is
better for you to lose one part

of your body than for the whole
of your body to be thrown into
hell.” They argued that Slope
shouldn’t tolerate bad behavior
just because it is inconvenient
or difficult to address it. The
administration
promptly
responded by stating, “We’re
not convinced that that NIV
translation is a solid one. Plus
Slope College doesn’t have a
‘body’. So there.”
The party P.O.O.P.E.R.s are
currently organizing to hold
a rally, which they expect the
campus community to neither
care about nor attend.

Concern over green report
w GREEN, from page 6
Sally Vanbeekon (’09), a
student standing nearby, also
expressed
disappointment
in Slope’s lack of concern
for
the
environment.
“I like turtles,” Vanbeekon
said.
“I know Slope is a good college
deep down and this is not the
end of the world. We love Slope
with all our hearts. But I think

between all the fun college fairs
and recruiting trips, Slope has
lost sight of its priorities,” said
patron James Delkstrahagen.
“Shut up! You don’t know
anything!” replied Greg Median,
“You’re ruining Slope’s life!”
Slope College refused further
comment. The Slope community
hopes that the next Slope report
card will better reflect the
potential they all know Slope
has.

Gravity Hall secrets revealed
w CONSPIRACY, from page 6
rise. It is the perfect time for a
once-strong power to reclaim
the empire it once had. Gravity
Hall is the first in a series
of monumental moves by
Amsterdam to take over the

world, and fill it with windmills,
tulips, and extra vowels.
My advice to you: stay away
from Gravity Hall at all costs,
and don’t launch too many red
balloons of into the summer
sky.

FIND OUT WHERE YOU VOTE
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What you always wondered...
Ratios and relationships

Drunken thoughts

Roxie French

Whitney Jefferson

Co-Whiner

Men on campus are too lucky.
They look around and what do they
see? Mainly women. And beautiful
ones at that. Our campus has been
lucky enough to be one of the generally more attractive populations in the
pro. Besides, pop culture is affirming it.
greater West Michigan area. But it is not The song “I Kissed a Girl and I Liked
the beauty of the women, or men, that’s a It” is high on the radio charts these days,
problem here — it’s the numbers. It has and the women on “Grey’s Anatomy”
become increasingly obvious that there are giving up and giving in; our female
are far more females attending college population is just keeping with the spirit
than males, and this has an effect on not of things.
just the post-graduation job scene, but
Another option on campus is somealso in the dating and relationship realm thing relatively new and risky. Instead of
as well.
giving up on men, women are organizing
If Senior Scramble is to be enacted a “re-education” of the male gender. A
properly, men need to step up their game few women are leading tutorials on how
and pursue their female counterparts. It’s to be a good boyfriend, letting men in on
not enough to be “wild at heart,” they the little secrets of how to capture and
need to take advantage of the numbers keep a girl’s interest, and more. Interin their favor and be men of action. But est from males across campus is slowly
the problem is, even if they do attempt building and the girls are mainly relying
to woo members of the opposite sex, are on word of mouth referrals and volunwomen supposed to be okay with any teers to keep the momentum up.
lame attempt since the male population
Conversations have even begun with
is so low?
administration to introduce an “EffecImagine a vending machine. If all of tive Companionship” minor. Included in
the choices are laid out in a nice number- this program would be the same re-eduletter organization, but half of the op- cation initiatives that are starting now,
tions are taken and
but also such seminars as,
the other half are
“The Reasons Boys Make
things like “ChocoBad Boyfriends,” “60-40,
late Covered Soy
Understanding Your Class’s
...women are reorChips,” you’re goRatio,” and “How To Live In
ganizing a ‘re-eduing to either lower
Durfee Hall and Have a Sucyour standards or
cessful Relationship.” Both
cation’ of the male
starve. So for the
administrators and female
gender.
women on campus
students seem excited by the
—someone smart
surveying the scarce
possibility of this kind of
male options, it besocial movement, especially
comes the nerveas the rise in numbers of Xwracking decision to either take Mr. D7 Boxes purchased by male students has
to Winter Fantasia or just go with your gone up 200% since 2005.
girlfriends again.
And while women may make better
And that is exactly where the women boyfriends than men actually do, there
are left. Many are just giving up, because is a number of young women who have
honestly if the only choices available are hope that maybe next year’s ratio will
terrible, then it’s game over for what few be a little kinder to the female gender
men there are on campus. Boys make and produce a fair batch of gentlemen
the worst boyfriends, so instead girls are making this minor obsolete. Until then,
turning to other girls. Really, only wom- re-education and women exploring their
en know what they want in a boyfriend options are on the rise.
The author would like to affirm that
so in dating women they are just skipshe
still believes in the male gender and
ping the awkwardness of the male guesshasn’t
lost all faith…yet.
ing game and turning things over to a

“
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Just say no…or yes…
it’s confusing
A few weekends ago, I had
to work on Friday and Saturday
nights so I thought I’d just wait
until Sunday to do my weekly
drinking. However, when I went to
Sammy’s Sunday afternoon to stock
up, it was closed. Why, oh why, would
Sammy’s be closed on the weekend? I
wondered. Which is when I found out
about a little proposition called “Say
Yes to Say No to Say Yes to Say No
to Say Yes to Sunday,” which actually
means saying no to my right to get
trashed. So really, it’s “Say No to My
Right to Get Some Hooch Whenever
I Want.”
I was thinking about this issue before I lost consciousness last weekend during Fall Crawl. If Fall Crawl
had been one day later, it would have
been…Sober Crawl. Which wouldn’t
even make sense, because sober people rarely crawl.
Regardless of one’s method of
moving, the problem with the “Say No
to Booze” bill is that it threatens our
fundamental freedom as American cit-

Co-Whiner

izens. Next thing you know, a proposition will show up forbidding umbrellas
on Mondays. That is just crazy!
So, my fellow friends of booze, here
is my proposal against the proposition:
it is high time for a drink out! This Saturday, we need to band together, along
with our friends Brandy, Miller, Tom
Collins, Bud, and Sherry, and knock
‘em back till we pass out in the street!
Leave your keys at home, because
we’ll only be driving sidecars! We’ll
play gin rummy, dance to “Tequila,”
and bring a screwdriver, just in case.
I anticipate a cosmopolitan gathering,
from Long Islanders to the Irish. And
don’t bother to shave that fuzzy navel, come just as you are. Whether it’s
warm and sunny or dark and stormy,
even if there’s a hurricane, we must
take a stand! Or rather, a fall! Come
Sunday, everyone will know that this
proposition ales us! Join me to make
our voices—or our thunks—heard!

“

Editors’ Note

The Ranchor is a production of a whole bunch of people with too much time on
their hands. Our goal is to be funny, witty, and satirical. Whether or not we have
succeeded, the Ranchor is a big fat joke. If you think this is real stuff, please call
the Ranchor and we will come and give you a wedgie. Any similarity to real life
people is all in good fun. Fake advertisements are marked with a “satirical ad”
label. Can you spot them?

DON’T Write Letters to the Editors!
If you are passionate about an issue, concerned about a problem, or fed up with
something, TOUGH LUCK! GET OVER IT!
anchor@hope.edu (doesn’t want to know what you think...at least for this week.)
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Letter to the Editor

The Ranchor

Because I Don’t Care
Johann Van Putersmut

To the Editor:

Co-whiner

We the undersigned understand that another issue of the once-semester,
satirical issue of the Ranchor will be coming out on Wednesday, Oct. 29. Although we understand that the Ranchor staff looks forward to this issue every
semester and it is enjoyed on a whole by the student body, we would like to
ask the editors to reconsider this issue and run a traditional paper instead. As
you are surely aware, the Ranchor’s humor has caused controversy and given
us many headaches in the past. Such humor is also easily misunderstood, and
could confuse the general public, bringing a bad face to our institution. We
feel that the Ranchor goes against Slope’s greatest tradition: not offending
anyone, ever.
We hope you take this under consideration.
Sincerely,
The Slope College Administration
Slope College Alumni
Geek Life
Formulaic Dining Services
Coalition for Non-Dutch Students
Rope Appreciation Society
Slope College Market Anarchists
Slope College Revolutionary Socialists
The Kingdom of the Netherlands
International Alliance for the Grey Squirrel

Let me just say that it is completely wrong
of us to try our best to devote our lives to
God. We’re not perfect and I don’t see how
he can expect us to be. I mean it’s not even
worth trying (I’ve tried once; I inhaled twice
and it didn’t do anything for me).
I see the perfect life as being this: fulfilling all of our bodily wants and desires first
before I do anything else. I am perfectly content with getting completely drunk and plastered on Friday and Saturday and then going
to the Gathering on Sunday night and
throwing my
hands in the
It is completely
air like-I-care
wrong of us to try
saying “yay,
our best to devote
Jesus! I love
our lives to God.
you!” Then afterward I really
—Johan
Van Putersmut
enjoy cussing
up a storm and
telling dirty jokes on the way back to my
room. Then I like spending some intimate
quality time with Miss Michigan while
watching Jenna Jameson on my computer
while my roommate studies in the Science
Center. Yeah, that’s the life, and I love it
(especially the getting drunk part!)
The power to be your own person and
not let those shams tell you who to be is so
invigorating, and I think everyone should
live it exactly the way they want to. The
change starts with you. The change starts
with those involved with the Ranchor, the
varsity sports teams, Geek Life, the academic honors groups, Residual Life — just
to name a few.
Slope College, we must keep wavering
between two opinions/masters. Let us revel
in what feels good and not look back or be
ashamed about doing what we do. Let’s not
live our lives seven days/168 hours/10,080
minutes every week for God, but rather
FOR OURSELVES! Yeah, now that’s what
I’m talking about. I don’t know about you,
but I’m fixing to go do some Baaling right
now!
I say this because I DON’T care, and neither should you.
Johann would like to put in a good word
to his two buds Jesus and Jack: He loves
you both and wouldn’t be anywhere without
you two. Jesus you rock, you’re his main
man, his home dog. Jack (Daniels), thanks
for making him feel so good on Saturday.
He feels so empty without you.

Down

1. Journal
2. Menagerie
3. World’s longest river
4. Secret or hidden
5. Bustling
6. Abated
9. Placed a bet
11. Thinner
12. Consumed
14. Proficient
15. Female relative
17. Part of a circle

“

Across

You know you don’t really want to read
this column.
Upon not a whole lot of reflection and
observation, I have concluded that Slope
College is spiritual enough. Our Godtime is not severely lacking a great deal,
and change is not needed! The status quo
of worshipping God for only three hours a
week is terrific and should not change! The
hearts of the Hope community are not ripe
for change, and actually they need some
spiritual digression.
Those of you who claim to be Christian, who have the word Christian (or
some associated phrase) in your Facebook profiles under the section “religious
views,” or who consider yourselves
saved by the grace of God, ask yourself
this question: Are you living for yourselves and doing what you want to do?
My guess is no. But you should be!
Here’s what I think: We should be
perfectly comfortable being 2-Hour-36Minute-A-Week Christians (The Gathering
plus Chapel plus Chapel plus Chapel). We
must NOT vie to become 7-day Christians
(indeed 168-Hour-A-Week Christians) by
seeking to fill our every being with Jesus
Christ, living every moment for the Glory
of God. That is a terrible waste of time and
effort.
Remember in the Old Testament when
Elijah told the people and prophets who
gathered on Mount Carmel, “If the Lord is
God, follow him; but if Baal is God, follow
him.”? Elijah saw that the people of Israel
were dividing their time between God and
Baal and this is a good thing!
Elijah’s words serve as a bellcurve that
helps us remember that man can and will
serve two masters! I see the Baal of our culture as all the good stuff that makes us feel
good and puts some solid distance between
us and God: drinking ’til there’s blood in our
stools, porno, saying the F-word in every
sentence, masturbation, one-night stands
and random make-out sessions, getting angry every time someone cuts in front of us in
Phelps, and other pleasurable things. These
things feel good and we should do them!
It is highly crucial that we divide our
time between God and our Baals; let us
bow down and worship our Baals when we
feel the urge coming on, but not on Sundays
at 8 p.m. or MWF 10:30-10:50 ’cause that’s
God time. But any other time is OK for giving ourselves to our Baal-ish worship. Long
live Baal (and God!)!

“

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

1. Twelve
4. Hoard
7. Unaware
8. Gape
10. Wore away
12. Birds of prey
13. Notion
16. Large spider
18. The lowest point of anything
19. Implied

Yay Baal, Yay God!

Do you have a story idea? Do you like to write, take photos, draw or design?
Anchor meetings are always open to all Hope students

Every SUNDAY, 6 p.m. MMC 151
Our Mission: The Anchor strives to communicate campus events throughout
Hope College and the Holland community. We hope to amplify awareness and
promote dialogue through fair, objective journalism and a vibrant Voices section.

serves the right to edit due to space constraints, personal attacks or other editorial considerations. A representative sample will be taken. No anonymous letters will be printed unless
discussed with Editor-in-Chief. Please limit letters to 500 words.

Disclaimer: The Anchor is a product of student effort and is funded through
the Hope College Student Activities Fund. The opinions expressed on the
Voices page are solely those of the author and do not represent the views of
The Anchor. One-year subscriptions to The Anchor are available for $40. The
Anchor reserves the right to accept or reject any advertising.

Mail letters to The Anchor c/o Hope College, drop them off at the Anchor office (located in the Martha Miller Center 151) or e-mail us at
anchor@hope.edu by Monday at 5 p.m. to appear in Wednesday’s issue.
Advertising Policies: All advertising is subject to the rates, conditions, standards, terms and policies stated in The Anchor’s advertisement brochure.

Letter Guidelines: The Anchor welcomes all letters. The staff re-

The Anchor will make continuous efforts to avoid wrong insertions, omissions

and typographical errors. However, if such mistakes occur, this newspaper
may cancel its charges for the portion of the ad if, in the publisher’s reasonable judgment, the ad has been rendered valueless by the mistake.
Advertisement Deadlines: All ad and classified requests must be submitted
by 5 p.m. Monday, prior to Wednesday distribution.
Contact Information: To submit an ad or a classified, or to request a brochure
or other information, contact our Ads Representative at anchorads@hope.
edu. To contact our office, call our office at (616) 395-7877.
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When Nerds Do
Sports
Today
Cheerleading

M

athletics

The Ranchor

Now

Toe touches galore

Zorbing

Rolling down hills in balls

Free beer
Tomorrow
Live Pigeon Shooting
We ran out of clay

Flaming Tennis Balls
BYO lIghter fluid

In Brief
Mathletes win state
Cady Heron, a popular girl
at our school is actually a nerd.
She faced off against an ugly girl
at the Mathlete state championship. Heron got lucky and answered some math question that
she only remembered because
she could relate it to some brainless hunk. For those who care,
Heron went on to win Spring
Fling Queen despite being a skid
mark on the school in general.

Men’s volleyball
Slope’s men’s volleyball team
is really good. Oh, wait, Slope
doesn’t have one - they should.
If you’re upset about this, write
a letter to your congressman (or
woman).

Augustus XI, MMLI

Breaking news: football team good
Katie Hnida
Go Buffs!

Of all of Slope College’s sports,
none has a greater tradition than
the football team. As the end
of the 2008 season nears, the
Slope community is clamoring
for a chance to catch a glimpse
of this incredible team before
it’s too late. As they’ve risen to
unparalleled heights, the team
has gained the attention of those
all around the country.
While no representatives were
available for comment, rumor
has it that the team has been
asked to play in this year’s BCS
Championship Bowl Game, and
possibly even the Super Bowl.
The players and coaches alike are
grateful for this once in a lifetime
opportunity.
“Those boys just work so
hard for me everyday. We all
have known for a while that
the only true competition is on
the national stage, so it’s nice
to see that others agree,” Coach
Pythagorean commented.
Assistant Coach Hypotenuse
was quick to add, “This has truly
been a life-changing season. The
perfectly rectangular shape of
Bernoulli’s Field really allows for
care-free and easy play. These
guys are just going out and
having some fun.”
One possible reason for the

team’s exponential success could
be the change in the cheer squad;
early in the season there was
fear that the team would have
no one to cheer for them when
their own cheerleaders went on
strike. However, the American
Gladiators have stepped up to
the task, and many a fan has been
inspired by their fierce cheering.
“You just want to go crazy
and do anything to support
the team!” one enthusiastic fan
proclaimed after an astounding
home win. Upon hearing this,
many fans around shouted their
agreement and began a chant for
the team.
One skeptical fan who asked
to remain anonymous believes
that this whole season is a fluke,
though. “They can’t really be that
good. I think they’re only scoring
so much because they’re afraid
that the ‘cheerleaders’ are going
to beat them to a pulp on the ride
home if they lose.”
Despite this single criticism,
overall fan support has been
overwhelmingly positive, but it’s
not difficult to see why. If all of the
Flying Dutchmen’s opponents’
scores were added together and
the sum was multiplied by five,
the number would still be less
than the square root of one of
Slope’s scores per game.
Some have pointed to the

squad’s size as a reason for their
success. Despite being one of
the smallest squads to ever play
for Slope, the team is extremely
close, all living together in the
Vertex Vault in the middle of
campus. In addition to all living
together, the team can be seen
frequenting Trough Hall at
meals; each and every Slope
student is thrilled to see the team
come in as one, eagerly allowing
them to step ahead in line.
One downfall to being so
successful is the public spotlight
placed on the team.
“I can hardly go anywhere on
campus without someone asking
for a picture or autograph,”
one star player complained
on condition of anonymity.
The players are grateful
to their fans, however.
Over the weekend they
brought hot soup and
coffee to fans who were
camped outside the
Slope ticket office
waiting for a chance to
purchase tickets to the
final home game.
“We’re

nothing without the support of
the school,” commented Team
Equipment Manager Gordon
VerticalYacht. “This is just our
way of giving back.”
Overall this season has
represented
one
success
after another for the Slope
football team. There was some
uncertainty in the off-season
when it appeared that some key
players were going to forgo this
season and take their place as
dominant NFL players, but with
their return, the Slope football
team has become a force to be
reckoned with.
As the weather cools and
the leaves fall, the Flying
Dutchmen have one
goal in mind: complete
and total domination.
This should not be
a problem for the
capable team and
each member of the
Slope
community
is
breathlessly
anticipating
their
next game.

Graphic by Tina Dropper
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